Nr.

Standard reference

1

ISO 80601-2-13:2022

2

ISO 80601-2-13:2022

3
4
5

Title
Medical electrical equipment - Part 2-13: Particular
requirements for basic safety and essential performance of an
anaesthetic workstation
Medical electrical equipment - Part 2-13: Particular
requirements for basic safety and essential performance of an
anaesthetic workstation

IEC
Lamps, light sources and LED packages for road vehicles 60810:2017+AMD1:2019+A
Performance requirements
MD2:2022 CSV
Amendment 2 - Lamps, light sources and LED packages for road
IEC 60810:2017/AMD2:2022
vehicles - Performance requirements
Semiconductor devices - Part 5-4: Optoelectronic devices IEC 60747-5-4:2022
Semiconductor lasers
Semiconductor devices - Mechanical and climatic test methods Part 10: Mechanical shock - device and subassembly

6

IEC 60749-10:2022

7

IEC 60794-3-40:2022

8

IEC 61340-5-3:2022

9

IEC 61340-5-3:2022 CMV

10

IEC 62271High-voltage switchgear and controlgear - Part 102: Alternating
102:2018+AMD1:2022 CSV current disconnectors and earthing switches

11

IEC 62271102:2018/AMD1:2022

12 IEC 62271:2022 SER
13 IEC 62623:2022
14 IEC 62623:2022 RLV
15 IEC 62841-3-5:2022

16 IEC TR 62878-2-9:2022

17 IEC 60794-1-310:2022

18 IEC 63203-201-1:2022

19 IEC 63203-201-2:2022
20 IEC 63370:2022
21 IEC TR 63352:2022

Optical fibre cables - Part 3-40: Outdoor cables - Family
specification for cables for storm and sanitary sewers
Electrostatics - Part 5-3: Protection of electronic devices from
electrostatic phenomena - Properties and requirements
classification for packaging intended for electrostatic discharge
sensitive devices
Electrostatics - Part 5-3: Protection of electronic devices from
electrostatic phenomena - Properties and requirements
classification for packaging intended for electrostatic discharge
sensitive devices

Amendment 1 - High-voltage switchgear and controlgear - Part
102: Alternating current disconnectors and earthing switches
High-voltage switchgear and controlgear - ALL PARTS
Desktop and notebook computers - Measurement of energy
consumption
Desktop and notebook computers - Measurement of energy
consumption
Electric motor-operated hand-held tools, transportable tools
and lawn and garden machinery - Safety - Part 3-5: Particular
requirements for transportable band saws
Device embedding assembly technology - Part 2-9: Guidelines Concept of JISSO level in the electronic assembly technology
industries
Optical fibre cables - Part 1-310: Generic specification - Basic
optical cable test procedures - Cable element test methods Strippability, method G10
Wearable electronic devices and technologies - Part 201-1:
Electronic textile - Measurement methods for basic properties
of conductive yarns
Wearable electronic devices and technologies - Part 201-2:
Electronic textile - Measurement methods for basic properties
of conductive fabrics and insulation materials
Lithium-ion batteries and charging systems - Safety
Transmitting and receiving equipment for radiocommunication Radio spectrum measurement method - 300-GHz spectrum
measurement equipment

22 IEC TS 62933-2-2:2022
23 ISO 15118-20:2022
24 IEC 60079:2022 SER

Electrical energy storage (EES) systems - Part 2-2: Unit
parameters and testing methods - Application and performance
testing
Road vehicles - Vehicle to grid communication interface - Part
20: Network and application protocol requirements
Explosive atmospheres - ALL PARTS

25 IEC 62196-6:2022

Plugs, socket-outlets, vehicle connectors and vehicle inlets Conductive charging of electric vehicles - Part 6: Dimensional
compatibility requirements for DC pin and contact-tube vehicle
couplers intended to be used for DC EV supply equipment
where protection relies on electrical separation

26 ISO/IEC 23003-7:2022

Information technology - MPEG audio technologies - Part 7:
Unified speech and audio coding conformance testing

27 IEC 62067:2022

Power cables with extruded insulation and their accessories for
rated voltages above 150 kV (Um = 170 kV) up to 500 kV (Um =
550 kV) - Test methods and requirements

28 IEC 62067:2022 RLV

Power cables with extruded insulation and their accessories for
rated voltages above 150 kV (Um = 170 kV) up to 500 kV (Um =
550 kV) - Test methods and requirements

29 IEC 63093-10:2022

Ferrite cores - Guidelines on dimensions and the limits of
surface irregularities - Part 10: PM-cores and associated parts

30 IEC 63275-1:2022

Semiconductor devices - Reliability test method for silicon
carbide discrete metal-oxide semiconductor field effect
transistors - Part 1: Test method for bias temperature instability

31 IEC 63284:2022
32 IEC TS 62565-5-2:2022

33 IEC 63033-2:2022

34 IEC 63033-2:2022 RLV
35 IEC 63033-3:2022
36 IEC 63033-3:2022 RLV
37 ISO/IEC 23634:2022
38 ISO/IEC 18033-7:2022

Semiconductor devices - Reliability test method by inductive
load switching for gallium nitride transistors
Nanomanufacturing - Material specifications - Part 5-2: Nanoenabled electrodes of electrochemical capacitors - Blank detail
specification
Multimedia Systems and equipment for vehicles - Surround
view system - Part 2: Recording methods of the surround view
system
Multimedia Systems and equipment for vehicles - Surround
view system - Part 2: Recording methods of the surround view
system
Multimedia systems and equipment for vehicles - Surround
view system - Part 3: Measurement methods
Multimedia systems and equipment for vehicles - Surround
view system - Part 3: Measurement methods
Information technology - Automatic identification and data
capture techniques - JAB Code polychrome bar code symbology
specification
Information security - Encryption algorithms - Part 7: Tweakable
block ciphers

Amendment 1 - Information technology - Coding-independent
39 ISO/IEC 23091-3:2018/AMD1:2022
code points - Part 3: Audio - Headphone support
40 ISO/IEC 38507:2022

Information technology - Governance of IT - Governance
implications of the use of artificial intelligence by organizations

41 IEC 60318-8:2022

Electroacoustics - Simulators of human head and ear - Part 8:
Acoustic coupler for high-frequency measurements of hearing
aids and earphones coupled to the ear by means of ear inserts

42 IEC 62631-2-2:2022

Dielectric and resistive properties of solid insulating materials Part 2-2: Relative permittivity and dissipation factor - High
frequencies (1 MHz to 300 MHz) - AC methods

43 IEC 63033-1:2022

Multimedia systems and equipment for vehicles - Surround
view system - Part 1: General

44 IEC 63033-4:2022

Multimedia systems and equipment for vehicles - Surround
view system - Part 4: Application for camera monitor systems

45 IEC TS 62600-202:2022
46 ISO/IEC 17060:2022
47 IEC 61300-1:2022

48 IEC 61300-1:2022 RLV
49 ISO/IEC 7816-11:2022
50 ISO/IEC 19944-2:2022

Marine energy - Wave, tidal and other water current converters
- Part 202: Early stage development of tidal energy converters Best practices and recommended procedures for the testing of
pre-prototype scale devices
Conformity assessment - Code of good practice
Fibre optic interconnecting devices and passive components Basic test and measurement procedures - Part 1: General and
guidance
Fibre optic interconnecting devices and passive components Basic test and measurement procedures - Part 1: General and
guidance
Identification cards - Integrated circuit cards - Part 11: Personal
verification through biometric methods
Cloud computing and distributed platforms - Data flow, data
categories and data use - Part 2: Guidance on application and
extensibility

